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in situ stresses & stress measurement - eoas.ubc - in situ stresses & stress measurement 2 of 64 erik
eberhardt – ubc geological engineering eosc 433 (2017) why study stress? stress is a concept which is
fundamental to rock mechanics principles and applications. there are three basic reasons to understand stress
in the context of engineering rock mechanics: the latest developments for in-situ rock stress measuring
... - the latest developments for in-situ rock stress measuring techniques p. 3 rock stress measurements as a
practical rock engineering tool p. 11 extensive stress measurements program at the toulnustoue hydroelectric
project - quebec, canada p. 25 in situ rock stress measurements in western australia's yilgarn craton p. 35 3-d
stress measurement in ... rock stress tensor measurements at el teniente mine, chile - rock stress
tensor measurements at el teniente mine, chile c. r. windsor crc mining, western australian school of mines,
kalgoorlie, australia ... stress measurement database. currently, deepening ... stress measurements from
cored rock - researchgate - stress measurements from cored rock m. seto national institute for resources
and environment, japan ... overcoring, in a series of in-situ stress measurement trials at number of mine sites.
2 ... rock strength and its measurement - caltrans - 3-4 classes of rock mass strengths strong rock with
continuous planes dipping out of face jointed rock masses with few planes dipping out of face weathered rock
masses comprising residual soil and weathered rock very weak, massive rock containing few discontinuities
figures 3-2 to 3-4 a theory of rock core-based methods for in-situ stress ... - 1144 k. yamamoto: theory
of rock core-based stress measurements in this article. directly associated with kanagawa et al.’s (1977)
suggestion that the magnitudes of the in-situ stress can be estimated by the ae method is the elementary
ques- measurement of effective stress shear strength of rock - shear head upward shearing the rock.
the stress caused by the weight of the wire-line casing is de-ducted from the total shear stress to calculate the
rock shear stress. figure 2 is a photograph of the rock borehole shear control unit. measurement of effective
stress shear strength of rock r. a. failmezger, p.e., f. asce saturation of porous rock and measurement of
the b coefficient - coefficient b at gradually increasing back pressures while keeping the effective stress
approximately constant. if the rock is not fully saturated, then the b-value will be increasing with increasing
pressure, as more air is forced into solution. a measured b-value that is constant and independent of the
magnitude of the back stresses and strains - a review 1. introduction 2. stress ... - the concept of stress
used in rock mechanics is consistent with that formulated by cauchy and generalized by st. venant in france
during the 19th century (timoshenko, 1983). because of its definition, rock stress is a fictitious quantity
creating challenges in its characterization, measurement, and application in practice. strength properties of
rocks and rock masses 1 ... - strength properties of rocks and rock masses 1. introduction 2. testing of
intact rock for strength ... the ordinate of point b is called the yield stress by analogy with the response of
concrete samples. the maximum ordinate of the curve (point c) that marks the transition ... measurement of
the intact rock shear strength. however, they are ... orientation and magnitude of in situ stress to 6.5
km ... - orientation and magnitude of in situ stress to 6.5 km depth in the baltic shield b. lunda,*, m.d. zobackb
adepartment of earth sciences, uppsala university, villava¨gen 16, 752 36 uppsala, sweden bdepartment of
geophysics, stanford university, stanford, ca 94305-2215, usa accepted 29 november 1998 abstract
understanding the state of stress in the earth is important for a broad range of ... rock mechanics study of
lateral destressing for the ... - stress regime in the b seam could be assumed to be similar to that
measured in the d seam (figure 1) . table 1 presents the calculated maximum horizontal stress at the
measurement sites in the b seam. these measurements are significantly lower than previous measurements of
far -field stresses method, the measured stresses are nearly equal. a. field techniques b. lab techniques c.
calculate from ... - a. field techniques b. lab techniques c. calculate from elastic properties . ... must
overcome the strength of the rock and the insitu stress concentrations ... c. calculate from elastic properties
objective: obtain minimum, insitu stress magnitude, stress profile in-situ stress measurements by
hydraulic fracturing method ... - in-situ stress measurements by hydraulic fracturing method at ... the rock
in the studied area is formed by the sequence of sandstone, clay ... the modern rock mechanics engineer has
to be well acquainted with the basis of rock stresses and rock stress measurements. the need for
understanding in situ stresses in rocks has been recognized by ... fundamentals of formation testing schlumberger - formation testing is the final evaluation step before the well is put into production and
provides essential infor-mation to design the well completion and production facilities. two different
technologies can be used for testing: wireline formation testing uses a sonde that can be positioned at a
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